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Assistant Deans Named 
Stine Green 
by Linda Jessen 
Curtis L. Stine was recently 
appointed Assistant Dean of 
Student Affairs at William 
Mitchell. Stine, who looks more 
like the proverbial "daring 
young man on the flying 
trapeze" than dean of a law 
school, will assist Dean Burton 
primarily in the area of student 
relations and budgeting for 
student activities. While 
responsibility for many 
decisions must rest ultimately 
with the administration, Stine 
hopes that students will feel they 
have a voice in the decision-
making process at Mitchell. He 
plans to bring this about through 
regular meetings with student 
representatives from such 
organizations as the Student Bar 
Association and the OPINION . 
In addition, he wants all students 
to feel free to talk to him con-
cerning their problems, thereby 
giving them input into the ad-
ministrative process. 
In the past, a system of appeal 
for student grievances was at 
best tenuous. Stine hopes to 
become part of the appeal for 
student process in the future. 
Stine views student grievance 
procedure in the spirit of "The 
Rule of Law" as a significant 
step toward improving student-
administration relations. Such a 
procedure would include due 
process as well as some controls 
on the possible sanctions that 
might be imposed. 
The late issuance of some 
student grades was a point of 
irritation to many Mitchell 
students. Stine explained part of 
the delay with the inordinate 
volume of work associated with 
moving and re-establishing a 
law school, and apologized for 
the delay. 
Stine will continue teaching at 
Mitchell this school year, but he 
will also teach at Hamline Law 
School, at least during the 
coming semester. 
Stine sees the law school's 
move to a larger physical plant 
as correcting many weaknesses 
caused by the overcrowded and 
inadequate building at 2100 
Summit Ave. He anticipates that 
the new facility will not only give 
the students a greater sense of 
identification with Mitchell, but 
will unify them by putting their 
common activities under one 
roof. 
Before the move, the con-
tinuation of the school itself was 
of primary concern to Dean 
Stine. With the move completed, 
the current focus could be 
characterized as attempting to 
fulfill the prediction of the 
American Bar Association 
accreditation committee that 
Mitchell has the potential of 
becoming one of the finest law 
schools in the midwest. 
by Larry Klun 
Accompanying a move for 
William Mitchell College of Law 
came a change in the ad-
ministrative structure. That 
change is the addition of Marvin 
Green as Assistant Dean of 
Alumni and Community Affairs, 
a change that reflects an 
awareness of the need for im-
proved relations with the alumni 
as well as the neighborhood and 
metropolitan community. 
Green's association with 
William Mitchell began as a law 
student in 1956 when the law 
school was located in downtown 
St. Paul. Green noted that these 
beginnings were somewhat 
humble, recalling that at that 
time when a full meeting of the 
Mitchell faculty was called they 
were still one hand short of a 
game of bridge. 
As assistant dean, Green sees 
three areas coming under his jnr. 
isdiction: alumni, community 
and faculty relations, and for 
each of these areas Green has 
some clear-thinking, straight-
forward ideas for improvement. 
Green considers the alumni a 
significant asset of the school 
and it is his desire to develop an 
ongoing relationship between 
the school and its alumni. He will 
work directly with Alumni 
Director Bobbie Keller, who has 
largely carried on the respon-
sibility for alumni relations, and 
through this direct cooperation, 
Green plans to vitalize the 
alumni association. 
The Continuing Legal 
Education program is a concrete 
example of the type of im-
provement Green plans. Under 
this new program, the Board of 
Continuing Legal Education 
requires a practitioner to obtain 
45 credit hours of educational 
training every three years in 
order to retain certification to 
practice. Green plans to inform 
our practicing alumni of the 
opportunity to audit existing law 
school courses whereby the 
practitioner can accumulate one 
credit hour for each sixty 
minutes of class time. The audit 
procedure allows a practitioner 
to enter new fields, which is a 
distinct advantage over the 
"update" character of many 
seminars designed to fulfill CLE 
requirements. 
In vitalizing the alumni 
association, Green sees a 
homecoming program in line for 
early fall, which would acquaint 
the alumni with our new facility. 
In this vein, Green anticipates 
an enrichment of the social 
contacts among the alumni. 
Green added that our new 
facility also houses a fine 
library, and it is his intention to 




in a Nutshell 
by Larry Klun 
As a student of William Mit-
chell College of Law did you ever 
wonder what it might be like to 
be a student at Hamline 
University or at the University 
of Minnesota? One method of 
answering the question is to look 
at the institution which serve 
these students, checking the 
points common to each school 
and the differences among the 
schools and then summerizing 
them. This article takes the 
perspective of a nutshell book, a 
series of books which you soon 
realize is like a poor steak ... all 
bones and no meat. But it is a 
perspective that gives the 
clearest view of a complex area, 
and with that perspective the 
article compares the three 
American Bar Association 
accredited law schools in 
Minnesota. Those schools are 
the University of Minnesota Law 
School in Minneapolis, Hamline 
University School of Law in St. 
Paul, and our own William 
Mitchell College of Law in St. 
Paul. 
The significance of this 
comparison of ABA accredited 
law schools becomes apparent 
when one factor is added; 
namely, that in Minnesota, only 
graduates of ABA accredited 
law schools may sit for the Bar 
exam or be licensed for practice 
in Minnesota. The standards 
employed in this comparison are 
derived from the American Bar 
Association published booklet 
entitled: Approval of Law 
Schools; American Bar 
Association Standards Rules of 
Procedure printed in 1973 with 
revisions in 1975. 
(Continued on Page 5) 
by Michael Moriarity In Re Student Suspension 
On August 25, the Faculty 
Appeals Committee met to 
hear the appeal of a 2nd year 
student who Dean Burton had 
suspended for one semester 
for certain actions at 
registration. Those actions, 
which arose after the 
student's request for a tuition 
waiver was denied by the 
Dean, revolved around the 
writing of a check when there 
were non-sufficient funds in 
his account. The Committee 
found that the student did 
engage in conduct that did not 
meet the standards expected 
of Mitchell students and had 
fallen short of the required 
conduct of lawyers admitted 
to the practice of law. The 
Committee, though not 
overturning the suspension, 
did offer alternate sanctions 
which would require the 
student to write a paper 
examining the ethical 
responsibilities of lawyers and 
which would place the student 
on disciplinary probation. 
According to the Committee 
ruling, disciplinary probation 
means that the student, who is 
active in Student Bar 
Association affairs, will not be 
permitted to participate in 
non-academic extra-curric-
ular activities connected with 
the law school. 
The Committee, consisting 
of Professors Bernard Becker 
(Chm), William Green, and C .. 
Paul Jones, and students 
Linda Matthews and John 
Parrington, was in session 
almost two hours before ad-
journing to deliberate. During 
the hearing student council 
questioned the policy of 
cancelling registration on the 
first return of a NSF check. It 
was learned that this was not 
a simple - case of one check 
bouncing, for in fact, there 
were three NSF checks 
written at the July 17 
registration. It was argued 
that in keeping with standard 
accounting procedures all 
three of these checks should 
have been treated alike and 
sent to the bank a second time. 
Two were sent to the bank, but 
the check in question was held 
and the student's registration 
was cancelled. This fact, and 
the severity of the punishment 
was stressed as the student 
counsel urged the Committee 
to find an alternate sanction to 
suspension. 
A SBA letter of con-
demnation addressed to Dean 
Burton was read during the 
hearing. In the letter the 
Board condemned the 
suspension action as "un-
deservedly severe", "ar-
bitrary", and "capricious". 
(See letter on page 2). The 
SBA, appalled that the 
student's registration was 
cancelled in an ''un-
precedented action," charged 
that the suspension policy was 
derived d · the incident 
To the administration it was 
not a simple case of a NSF 
check. After Dean Stine 
discussed the check and the 
registration cancellation with 
the student, he concluded that 
the student's actions 
represented a "serious ethical 
violation". The cimclusion 
was based on the student's 
disclosure that at the time he 
wrote the check he had a 
paycheck which he could have 
deposited to cover the 
registration check, but instead 
he used it to pay other bills. 
When Dean Burton was so 
informed, he held a hearing, 
and then suspended - ffie 
student. 
The facts indicated to 
Burton that there was an 
intent on the part of the 
student to obtain registration 
through deceptive means in 
advance of the time he was 
eligible to register. According 
to Burton, any 2nd year 
student who did not have the 
money to register on July 17, 
had .an automatic deferral to 
July 31. The student. being so 
informed, chose to register on 
the 17th, writing the check 
that bounced him out of 
school. In Burton's works, "It 
does not strike me merely as a 
NSF check situation, but 
rather an effort to avoid the 
school's procedures of which 
you (the student) were in-
formed prior to July 17." In 
deciding to suspend, Burton 
wanted to make it clear that, 
"procedures aren't to be 
finessed by trickery." 
With the testimony com-
pleted, the Committee ad-
journed to deliberate. Less 
than thirty minutes later they 
had reached their decision, 
had found the student's 
conduct wanting, and offered 
alternate sanctions. At last 
report, those sanctions have 
been accepted by the student, 
though he is appealing to the 
(Continued on Pa e 10) 
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editorials 
The road from 2100 Summit Avenue to Om Lady of 
Peace High School was not an easy one for William 
Mitchell to travel. The first step was long in the taking 
until questions of ABA accreditation prodded the Board 
of Trustees into the decision to purchase OLP. Then 
allegations arose that an outbidded prospective buyer 
bad been discriminated against racially in the 
negotiations. With an ear to public opinion, Mitchell's 
offer to buy was withdrawn and the search for other 
facilities was renewed. Several months later the search 
proved to be fruitless, and with the "For Sale" sign still 
hanging at OLP, Mitchell's offer to buy was apin 
communicated to the Sisters of Charity. Negotiations 
resumed in earnest and shortly thereafter Mitchell had a 
new home. 
In many ways, Mitchell's move to a larger building 
reflects its determination that those of us who cannot 
attend a day law school will not be deprived by the laclc of 
physical facilities in obtaining a legal education at night. 
The increased library and classroom space should make 
the school a much better place to study, and with the new 
student lounge it may even become a bearable place to 
relax. 
In addition to showing Mitchell's commitment to its 
students, the move also reflects its commitment to the 
public. The decision to purchase the convent for use by 
the Continuing Legal Education Program means that 
Mitchell will be playing a key role in insuring that 
members of the Minnesota Bar will maintain their high 
levels of. competence and skill. It is a role that all of us 
can be proud of and one that we will be looking forward 
to. 
The move to OLP culminates the hopes and dreams of 
many people. For some, it is the end of hours of hard 
work; for others, it is just the beginning. At this time it is 
fitting that we extend our thanks to those who worked so 
hard to make the move a reality-to Judge Hachey and 
members of the Board of Trustees, to Dean Burton and 
his administration, to the faculty and staff, to the 
students, and to the alumni. We can be proud of what we 
have accomplished and confident that William Mitchell's 
future will be as great as its past. 
Mc. 
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OPINION 
editor's column 
by Michael Moriarity 
In early August the American Bar Association held its 
annual convention in Atlanta, Georgia. Three William 
Mitchell students-SBA President Pat Maloney, LSD 
Delegate Chris Sitzmann, and myself-attended the Law 
Student Division meeting held in conjunction with the 
ABA convention. I had gone with the hope that the 
Opinion would repeat as the Class C "Best Law School 
Newspaper" in the annual competition. Unfortunately it 
wasn't to be. 
As it turned out, no newspaper in Class C (over $1000 
s~t per issue) . nor any in Class A (less than $500 
per issue) were given awards. Recognition was given to 
three- Class :B papers including an Honorable Mention 
awarded to the U. of M. QUARE. 
. Since most of the LSD business was tied to electing a 
slate of officers and passing several resolutions and 
since Chris Sitzman was our voting delegate, Pat ~d I 
had a lot of free time to attend ABA panel discussions and 
workshops. We were able to hear consumer advocate 
Ralph Nader get into a sharp exchange with ABA Past 
President Chesterfield Smith over the role lawyers were 
playing in public interest law. Nader said he saw "zero 
chance" of most attorn~ys becoming interes_ted in the 
"microrights that weave the quality of life and justicein 
a society". Smith, on the other .hand, predicted that in a 
·few years many states will make public-.interest work a 
mandatory prerequisite for mafutaining a Jaw license. 
Also on the panel was Secretary of Transportation 
William Coleman. Coleman said that the Qrganized bar 
had failed the American public. "ff we functioned as we 
should, there would be no needfor a legal aid society or a 
legal defense fund. In.his words, "Rep~tation should 
not depend on whether or not the client can pay a fee. " 
The ABA delegates turned back a resolution calling 
for legislation allowing courts and administrative 
agencies to award attorney fees and other costs to per-
sons who seek. to defend public interests in court, but 
cannot afford legal counsel. The motion lost after op-
ponents pointed Ot)t that might be seen as ~,serving on 
the,part of lawyers, and might invite frivolous suits. 
The question of fees was often discussed at the con-
vention- usually in relation to the Justice Department 
anti-trust s_uit against the ABA. The purpose of the-suit is 
to force the ABA to modify its Code of Professional 
.Resp_onsibility to delete the restriction on advertising by 
lawyers. These advertising restrictions are-seen as a 
restraint of trade. In the next issue we will be taking a 
closer look a t the suit. 
One of the more interesting speeches given was a 
speech by Judge Constance Motley of the 2nd Circuit 
Court of Appeals. Her topic was "Lawyer Gompetency", 
and she charged that many of the lawyers practicing in 
the federal bar today were ' 'walking violations of the 6th 
Amendment right to counsel". Citing the dramatic 
- changes that have taken place in the criminal law field, 
she recommended that the bar require anyone who 
graduated more than 20 years ago to go back to school. 
Her speech was~ stirring arguement why strong CLE 
courses lire needed. 
Whenever one starts talking about lawyer competency 
it isn't long before they start to look at the law schools. 
ABA President Justin Stanley has a pet project to ex-
periment with law school curriculum. His "two-plus-one" 
proposal would include 2 years of law school followed by 
a year of "apprenticeship." During that year of ap-
prenticeship students would be taking CLE type courses 
and at the end of the year the Bar Exam would be taken 
and degrees awarded. Members of the Section on Legal 
Education greeted the proposal with much skepticism. 
The ABA directed the Legal Education Section to study 
and report on law school admission policies that may 
entail reverse discrimination by favoring members of 
minority groups. The reverse discrimination issue was 
raised before the U.S. Supreme Court in 1974 by Marco 
DeFunis, Jr., who had been denied admission to the 
University of Washington Law School because of the 
school's "affirmative action" program. The high court 
refused to decide the constitutionality of the program 
because DeFunis obtained relief in a lower court and 
gained admission to the school. 
Throughout the convention panel discussions centered 
on various aspects of the legal system. The programs 
were interesting and provocative and made the trip to 
Atlanta a rewarding experience. 
September, 1976 
letters 
Dear Dean Burton, 
On August 21, 1976, the Board 
of Governors of the Student Bar 
Association met and 
unanimously condemned the 
administrative decision to 
suspend a 2nd year student. The 
disciplinary sanction imposed 
for writing a check with in-
sufficient funds in order to be 
able to register for the section of 
his choice is undeservedly 
severe. 
The student approached the 
Assistant Dean of Students in 
what should have been con-
sidered a trust relationship to 
disclose his personal financial 
problems and obtain some 
temporary assistance. We feel 
that a tuition waiver should have 
been granted at this point. When 
the check was returned for non-
sufficient funds the standard 
p__olicy regarding bounced checks 
was not followed by the ad-
ministration. Pulling the 
student's registration was an 
unprecedented action that was 
both arbitrary and capricious. 
We are not advocating that this 
new policy be applied to 
everyone who bounced a check 
at registration, but we are 
especially appalled that this 
policy was applied to only one 
student. Policy should be 
established before and not after 
an incident. Therein lies the 
arbitrariness of this decision. 
We feel that common sense 
and common courtesy demand 
that such policies be effectively 
communicated to, and un-
derstood by, the students before 
such severe sanctions are im-
posed. We feel that the only 
acceptable course at this point 
would be to dismiss all charges 
against the student and re-admit 
him for the fall semester without 





Pat Maloney ' 
SBA Pres. 
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the dean's column 
by Bruce W. Burton 
We're Home 
We're home, but not quite. 
There are 1,001 little and 
medium items which are still 
being taken care of with respect 
to the new building. Assistant 
Dean Stine and I would greatly 
appreciate getting a brief note 
from any student who observes a 
problem such as a door that 
won't close, a wash room 
without enough towel service, 
etc. 
Frankly, it will be a one year 
"shake-down cruise" to get all 
parts of our new facility func-
tioning smoothly and on time. 
However, our flexibility in 
scheduling, the added library 
and study space, and the other 
beneficial features of the new 
facility make the inconvenience 
of this period of time well worth 
it. 
The parking situation in the 
immediate vicinity is rather 
delicate. All students are en-
titled to a sticker for the left rear 
On behalf of the Student Bar 
Association representatives I 
would like to welcome all new 
and returning students to the 
new location of William Mit-
chell. In my first column I would 
like to explain the role of the 
SBA at Mitchell and detail some 
of the Board's plans for this 
academic year. 
The SBA defines its role at 
Mitchell to be one of both 
providing extracurricular ac-
tivities of an academic and 
social nature and representing 
student rights and interests in a 
broad sen.5e. The Board of the 
SBA feels that the relocation of 
the school and the change in 
administrators represents an 
opportune time in the school's 
history to change school policy 
and procedures. The top priority 
project for this year's SBA 
Board is to institute a student 
code that would clearly define 
what acts, or failures to act, 
would result in academic or 
disciplinary sanctions being 
imposed. 
The current policy on 
discipline is as follows: "The 
Dean may terminate any 
student's right to continue in the 
College whenever he deems the 
bumper of their cars and a map 
showing the location of the two 
parking lots which, thus far, 
have been donated for student 
use on class evenings by the 
Presbyterian Church. Please do 
not park in any other parking 
lots which are not designated on 
the map for student use. Our 
long range good relationships in 
the new neighborhood are going 
to be very important to us in 
several respects and it is 
therefore important that the lots 
which are off limits not be in-
vaded by the student body. 
We have found it necessary to 
have seven days-per-week 
protection of the building and 
grounds by a uniformed security 
guard service. Please cooperate 
with the uniformed guards. In 
the event you are ever asked for 
identification be aware that the 
guard is simply doing his job to 
try to protect the property and 
persons who are rightfully on the 
premises. 
Also of note is the new policy of 
keeping the main office and 
switchboard open until 9:00 p.m. 
each class night and from 9:00 
a .m. until 2:00 p.m. on Satur-
days for transacting of business. 
In this connection the new school 
bulletins have just been received 
and each student should stop by 
the main office to pick one up for 
reference purposes. 
There have been a number of 
fine suggestions for use of the 
facility as a legal education and 
enrichment facility for both 
students and alumni. We hope 
later this fall to be able to begin 
certain sessions of specialized 
presentations ( including 
agricultural taxation and law, 
law office management, career 
information, etc.) . Over the 
coming months we would hope to 
be able to devote more thought 
and effort to this area of William 
Mitchell's role in advancing 
legal education within the 
student body and the legal 
community generally. I know 
that President Pat Maloney of 
the SBA has also given this some 
thought and will be receptive to 
suggestions from interested 
students. 
The first floor of the main 
building near the central offices 
includes two spaces which have 
been used on a temporary basis 
by Minnesota Continuing Legal 
Education as headquarters for 
its program. The Board of 
Trustees has acquired, and is in 
the process of remodeling, the 
Convent building along Milton 
Street and CLE together with 
numerous other legal education 
activities and some classrooms 
will be located in the Convent 
in ~rly 1977. 
In addition to the appointment 
of Professor Stine as Assistant 
Dean for Administration and 
Student Affairs, you will be 
happy to note that Professor 
Marvin Green has recently 
assumed the job as Assistant 
Dean for Alumni and Com-
munity Affairs. Specifically, 
Assistant Dean Green will be in 
charge of the placement ser-
vices for William Mitchell 
College of Law students and will 
a1so be heavily involved with the 
State Bar Association, alumni 
groups, and other community 
groups with which William 
Mitchell has or seeks to develop 
strong long-term relationships. 
I hope that the coming school 
year will be one of growing 
strength for the students and the 
institution as a force in legal 
education. The long-range future 
of William Mitchell looks very 
promising to all of us who are 
· associated with the school. 
sba president's column 
by Pat Maloney 
J 
best interests of the college will 
be served thereby.'' William 
Mitchell College of Law Bulletin, 
1976-1977, page 13. The Dean has 
recently decided that the best 
interests of the school would be 
served by suspending a student 
for writing a check with insuf 
ficient funds in order to be able 
to register for the section of his 
choice. This was the first time 
such a disciplinary action has 
been taken against a student. 
. The standard administrative 
policy regarding bad checks was 
not followed in this one case. 
Normally a check returned to 
the school due to insufficient 
funds is put through the bank a · 
second time and if it is again 
returned for insufficient funds 
the student is called into the 
office and given a certain 
amount of time to make the 
check good. In this case the 
check was not presented to the 
bank a second time. Instead, his 
registration was pulled and he 
had to reregister and pay cash. 
A short time later the 
disciplinary sanction of 
suspension was imposed. 
"A student may appeal a 
disciplinary suspension or 
dismissal to the Faculty Appeals 
Committee. The Dean may 
grant leave to appeal other 
matters." William Mitchell 
College of Law Bulletin, 1976-
1977, pages 13-14. The student 
involved in this one incidence of 
disciplinary action is currently 
appealing his suspension to the 
faculty appeals ,ommittee. 
We feel that this disciplinary 
policy is needlessly vague and 
results in unnecessary student 
anxiety. Currently a student has 
no reliable standards for judging 
questionable behavior since 
even what have been standard 
administrative policies in the 
past can be changed after the 
commission of an act. A student 
shouldn't be subjected to the 
possibility of forfeiting his right 
to be a lawyer due to his 
breaching an undisclosed policy. 
The SBA's proposed Student 
Code would clearly define 
prohibited conduct in both 
academic and disciplinary 
matters. Students could only be 
subjected to disciplinary action 
for the activities listed in the 
code and no disciplinary 
measures of any kind could be 
imposed before a hearing by the 
Committee on Student Appeals. 
The SBA Board feels that it is 
Welcomel 
essential for student morale that 
students be guaranteed these 
rights. Please read the proposed 
Student Code and direct any 
comments you might have to 
your SBA representative. 
Turning to SBA activities of a 
less serious nature--
The SBA plans to have a fall 
party later in the semester. 
The SBA has gone into the 
locker business at the new 
school. In addition to renting 
lockers, LSD representative 
Chris Sitzman sold the old foot 
lockers for $800. We plan to use 
this income for entertainment, 
such as free movies during the 
semester and magazines and 
games for the lounge. Please do 
not remove the magazines and 
games from the lounge because 
if there is a serious attrition rate 
we will discontinue supplying 
these items. 
The SBA is in the process of 
furnishing the student lounge. 
Dan Dahlin, president of Dahlco 
Vending, made a gift of $5,000 
towards furnishing the new 
lounge and the SBA has con-
tributed $4000 of your money 
towards the furnishings. Please 
be patient, the new furniture will 
be here soon. We are very 
concerned about the potential 
student abuse on the carpet. 
PLEASE use ashtrays at all 
times and be careful with your 
smokes. 
A series of Saturday seminarl> 
has been planned by the SBA for 
the fall semester. We hope that a 
large number of students will be 
able to take advantage of these 
programs. 
Mike Moriarity and I met 
Chief Justice Warren Burger at 
the ABA Convention in Atlanta 
and invited him to be the key 
note s~ker at our winter 
symposium on the Bill of Rights. 
We have not yet receiveq_a reply 
to the formal invitation that was 
sent to him after we returned to 
St. Paul. The symposium is still 
in the preliminary planning 
stages and we need help in 
organizing and structuring the 
program. If you would like to 
become involved contact Dan 
O'Keefe. 
All SBA board and committee 
meetings are open to the William 
Mitchell community. Dates, 
times, and proposed agendas 
will be posted at numerous 
points in the school before 
meetings. 
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Fresh Paint&New Shelves 
When the doors of William 
Mitchell's new school were 
opened the students were 
welcomed to a facility ready for 
the start of classes. Major 
renovations had been com-
pleted, faculty offices were in 
place,· classrooms had been 
prepared, and the library books 
had been shelved. All of this 
required a lot of work, but 
without questian it was the 
moving of the library's 67,000 
volumes that present the biggest 
problem. 
The problein in moving the 
library was two-fold. First, there 
was a tight time table. Books 
would be needed at the old school 
until the end of summer school in 
mid-July, yet they would have to 
be ready at the new school by 
August 23. To get the job com-
pleted ·in that amount of time 
would require a lot of man-
power. The second problem was 
that the library move would be 
expensive. SBA President Pat 
Maloney explained that, 
"Movers were hired for the 
desks, chairs, and the rest. 
However, as they charge by the 
pound for boxes, it would have 
cost about $11,000 to move all the 
library books.'' The problem on 
how to move the library quickly 
and cheaply was turned over to 
the SBA, for the logical solution 
was to have the students move it. 
The previous SBA president 
had already offered student help 
so it was up to the new board to 
make good the promise. A 
Moa,in' 
On • • • 
telephone maratnon was 
organized as the SBA attempted 
to call all the students in the 
directory as well as those in the 
entering first year class. After 
making the phone solicitations 
for volunteers, Maloney joked 
that the worst part was won-
dering how many people would 
actually show up. Well, ap-
proximately 100 volunteers did 
respond, and with Pam McCabe 
coordinating the move at OLP 
See us 
while Maloney supervised things 
at Mit<;hell, ~e move began. 
West Publ~hing Company had 
donated a thousand boxes to 
pack books in. When filled, each 
weighed between 50 and 60 
pounds. Third year student 
Daniel O'Keefe observed that 
they were able to unload the 
boxes at OLP and immediately 
place the books on the shelves. 
The empty boxes were then 
recycled back to the old school 
where they were refilled, so 
"about 5,000 boxes of books were 
packed and moved." 
Carol Florin, WMCL librarian, 
commented that the worst part 
of the move was probably the 
weather: "Those students 
deserve a lot of credit. The 
working conditions couldn't 
have been worse, as it was hot, 
humid, and there were paint 
fumes everywhere." The move 
of the total library took a little 
more than a month, according to 
Florio, who added, "Once the 
actual moving was completed, 
the library staff had to integrate 
material which had been in 
storage at the old location, due to 
shortage of space. Mark 
Cosimini and Pam McCabe did 
much of this work." · 
Volunteers, many of whom 
worked nine hours, were 
rewarded with beer, lemonade, 
hot dogs and potato chips, 
supplied by the SBA. All 
students were rewarded by 
having a library ready for the 
start of school. 
for all your 
banking needs! 
We offer: 
• Convenience - We're located just 1 block 
south of Summit Avenue at 1071 Grand Avenue 
• New Modern Facllltles - Auto Bank, Night 
Depository, 24 Hour First Bank and Parking 
• Customer ·tiours 
Lobby ............... . 
Auto Bank & 










(Continued.from :age~) Green 
not only maintain the current national level but at the state 
student program, but to give the and local levels. 
alumni greater use of the library A larger consideration of 
as well. Green's is the recognized image 
Community involvement and of Mitchell as a law school. 
cooperation is another priority Green believes, and the facts 
which Green identified. He has support him (see article on 
attended neighborhood Minnesota Law Schools), that 
association meetings in an effort Mitchell is a law school of the 
to assure warm and friendly highest quality and he perceives 
relations between the school and that this quality is not com-
the neighborhood. Green noted pletely recognized by the 
student parking as a point that community in general. He hopes 
could cause a great deal of to bring Mitchell to an 
irritation in the neighborhood, acknowledged position of ex-
yet showed · that with some cellence and prominence and to 
degree of foresight and attention accomplish this by dissipating 
all conflict could be resolved in any unfavorable perceptions 
advance of its occurance. The about Mitchell and its role as an 
William Mitchell Law Spouses evening law school. Green also 
has worked throughout fresh- noted that the responsibilities of 
man orientation and the first bis appointment include 
days of classes distributing representing Mitchell in any 
parking permits to the students contact with the American and 
as part of the parking program. Minnesota Bar Associations, 
Since the passage of the other professional organizations 
Federal Flu Innoculation as well as any governmental or 
Program, a need has arisen for community agencies or 
the use of facilities to administer associations. 
the program. Green indicated Green commented, "I want to 
that with the help of the Student take the school out of its brick 
Bar Association space could be and mortar parameters, and to 
allocated at the school to aid in bring it to . the community. 
the implementation of the Mitchell is a fine school, and I 
program. want people to be aware of 
Green regarded the faculty as that." 
well developed and ac- The OPINION congratulates 
complished, yet he plans to Assistant Dean Green on his new 
encourage the faculty to go appointment and wishes him 
beyond its present ac- well in fulfilling the programs he 
complishments. He will en- has already put into motion and 
courage active participation of continued awareness of the 
the faculty in the bar needs of William Mitchell 
associations, not only . at the . College of- Law.- -
• • • 
• Dally Interest - Passbook Savings & 
Savings Certificate 
• Several Types of Checking Accounts 
• Bank lby Mall Service • 
Wke&elt yoa a,ae a l1l yeoJt 11.ude,d 
IVt OK expellielceed p~ 
WE'LL HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF WHAT YOU'VE GOT 
First Grand Avenue State Bank 
1071 Grand Avenue • Phone 226-1071 • St. Paul, Minn. 
Member F.D.I.C. 
William Mitchell Book Store is a private business 
serving the law students and the college under a 
contract with the Board of Trustees. Last year 
over $12,NO In !bookstore profits were placed· 




( Continued from Page 1) 
Open the Door, Let Me in 
The ABA requires law school 
admission policies to be con-
sistent with the objectives of the 
school's educational programs 
and the resources available to 
the school for implementing 
those objectives. Further, the 
ABA requires that the candidate 
either have a bachelor's degree 
from a qualified institution or 
have completed 3/4 of the work 
acceptable for a BA at a 
qualified institution and that the 
candidate take the Law School 
Admission Test (LSAT) ad-
ministered by the Educational 
testing service or a test which 
the school can establish is an 
acceptable test. 
This ABA directive is in-
terpreted and applied a little 
differently by each of the 
Minnesota schools. Hamline 
requires a bachelor's degree, an 
LSAT score, enrollment in the 
Law School Data Assembly 
Service (LSD AS) and 
sometimes a personal interview 
with the admissions committee. 
The U of M accepts a candidate 
with a BA or its near equivalent 
as well as requiring LSAT and 
LSDAS scores. William Mitchell 
requires LSAT & LSDAS scores 
and a BA, but in rare instances 
admits a candidate who has 
completed 3/4 of the tr~ining 
required for a BA. Also, Mitchell 
requires that the candidate live 
or work within 50 miles of the 
school. 
Generally each school takes 
the required information and 
pours it into a grand formula. 
They stir twice, giving con-
sideration to GPA, LSAT scores, 
and an ocassional qualitative 
evaluation and then create a 
bottom "cut off" line and a top 
"orobable admit" line and send 
their letters out accordingly. 
The ABA requires that ~ch 
educational institution be 
organized as a non-profit 
organization and that it be 
governed by a board dedicated 
to a SO'llld educational program 
and have no financial interest in 
the operation of the law school. 
The board may set the general 
policies of the school, but ~he 
responsibility for formulatmg 
and administering the 
educational program is required 
to be on the dean and faculty of 
the law school. 
Hamline and Mitchell are 
chartered non-profit cor-
porations, organized under the 
laws of the state of Minnesota. 
The U of M is a land grant 
college supported largely by the 
state of Minnesota and governed 
by the University of Minnesota's 
Board of Regents. 
The Physical Plant 
ABA standards mandate that 
the physical facilities be under 
the exclusive control and be 
reserved for the exclusive use of 
the law school, or that 
arrangement be made for 
program scheduling of all law 
school classes. Mitchell, of 
course, has solved any conflict in 
this area with its move to a new 
facility on Summit Avenue. 
Hamline's position is a little le~s 
well defined. Currently, therr 
space is split between a nicely 
remodeled residence hall and a 
temporary steel frame building. 
Hamline has recently expanded 
its library space, but the long 
range plan envisions a new 
facility constructed in an area 
east of, and adjacent to, its 
current facility. The U of M has 
felt a little cramped for some 
time and has already initiated 
the cure with the construction of 
a new facility across the river on 
the west bank of the Mississippi 
River. The most optimistic 
estimate has the law school 
moving into its new facility in 
time for the start of the 1m 
school year. The U of M also 
plans an expansion of its student 
body "from its current 700 to a 
future 800. 
The library, being an im-
portant component of the 
physical plant, is subject to close 
scrutiny by the ABA. The AB.A 
requires that the library c~n~m 
all publications listed m its 
schedule ABA, which includes a 
large selection of federal and 
state reporters, codes, attorneys 
general opinions, administra!ive 
materials, texts, treaties, 
reviews and journals as well as 
many English law materials. 
These materials must be 
completed and kept up-to-date. 
A full-time law librarian is 
mandatory, as is an adequate 
support staff (see table). The 
collections in each of the schools 
is extensive, however, the U of M 
goes far beyond the other two 
schools. This can be accounted 
for by noting that the U. of M is 
significantly older than the 
others and in addition is a state 
supported institution. 
Space for study must be 
provided in relation to the size of 
the student body. The 
requirement for a ful~-time 
school is that there be seating for 
40 percent of its total enrollment, 
while the figure is 25 for a part-
time school. These figures may 
be seen in the table. 
Is Bigger Better? 
The general expansion of the 
capability of law schools to in-
crease the nwnber of students 
they can graduate is viewed with 
mixed emotions. Some foresee a 
glut of the employment market 
as a result, and with it the 
Consequent reduction of career 
possibilities. The braver souls 
anticipate a growth of legal 
services, delivering more ser-
vices to the middle class and to 
the almost ignored working 
class. A form of legal insur-
ance is envisioned as one 
mechanism by which present 
services will be expanded. The 
idea is to prepay the cost of legal 
services . through group 
programs, thereby reducing 
individual costs and pooling the 
potential risk of legal expense. 
Some see this as a point 
negotiation that will be favored 
by organized labor in future 
employment contract talks. 
Where Can the Truth be Found? 
The faculty in each school 
easily meets the ABA 
requirements of at least six ~ull-
time members, plus a full-time 
dean and full-time librarian in 
the institution. The ABA en-
courages compensation and 
conditions of employment which 
will attract and retain a com-
petent faculty and be reasonably 
related to the prevailing com-
pensation paid comparably 
qualified private practit~oners. 
The full-time faculty carries the 
major burden for governance of 
the law school and in addition is 
required to teach all first year 
classes in a full-time institution 
and all first and second year 
classes in a part-time institution. 
A qualitative evaluation of t~e 
faculties at each of the schools 1s 
far beyond the scope of this 
article, but the figures presented 
in the table are hoped to reflect 
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f th are reasonably comparable, but government agency not something of the nature o e the associ·ated with the ABA. It final one should keep in !"lind faculty, just as a 1 score · stands as a final filter in the f b b 11 diverse social and economic reflects the nature o a ase a distillation of well-trained law ·th t ference to positions of the three schoo.Is. 
game w1 ou any re 1 th studen.ts and is a good th · ts The U of Mis a state schoo WI 
who played or how e pom lli estimation of the effectiveness of ed the greatest longevity, Wi am 
were scor · - - - - - · blished a law school educational Mitchell is a well esta · 
The Educational Program e program, but it uo reflects the school, but offers a 1our year 
The U of M fits its program part-time pr.ogra~, . a.nd admission process at each 
into a 3-year, 3 quarters per year Hamline is a pnvate institution school. The figures reported in 
format, whereas Hamline bases of recent origin and even more the table are dated. '11le most 
its program on a 3-year two recent accreditation. recent figures for the summer 
semester per year format, and 1976 Bar Exam were not 
Meet a & Greet · this ti le .Mitchell operates on a 4-year, available at the time ar c 
two semester per year basis. Student activities vary greatly was written. 
Mitchell is considered a part- among the law schools. William Mitchell compares well with 
time school, while the U of Mand Mitchell offers a college the u of M, taking the top 
Hamline are considered fulltime newspaper and law re~ew a~ position in two of the three 
schools. The difference is im- well as membership m Phi scores reported. Hamlines track 
portant in meeting the Alpha Delta Oawfrat~~ty), the record places it third .out of 
requirement for hours of Student Bar Association (af- three but it is a developmg law 
classroom instruction. The ABA filiate of the ABA law student sch~l and is considered to be 
requires each student to com- division), the William Mit- doing a very respectable job by 
plete not less than 1200 class chell Law Spouses, the Women's members of the more 
hours of work extending over a Caucus, • as well as other established institutions. 
period of not less than 90 weeks professional, social and sports Each school has a full-
for full-time students, or not less associations. The U of M has time placement program to aid 
than 120 weeks for parttime similar associations and in their students in attaining 
students. Attendance, often a addition offers membership in permanent employment once 
point of , irritation, must be the Order of Coif, (a national they leave the school. A 
regular and punctual in order to honor society), the Latino- placement program is a big plus 
satisfy the ABA class hour Indian Law student association, for any institution and reports 
requirements. and the Back American Law generally indicate that these 
Scholastic achievement must Student Association. Hamline three institutions are operating 
be evaluated by written only has a law review in the effective programs. 
examination, except for clinical planning stages, but it does have There is, o( course, no bottom 
work and courses involving a college paper and, unlike the line in something as complex as 
extensive written work such as other schools, it offers mem- a set of institutions attempting to 
Moot Court or legal drafting. bership in Sigma Nu Phi prepare persons to serve ~e 
Hamline is also noted for its society they live in. The time line 
Dollars & Sense . St d t B moves on and wi·th 1·t the nationally active u en ar 
An attempt was made to Association. demands of a society vary. It is 
procure actual cost figures for my hope that this article has 
the educational programs at The Final Hurdle created at least a spark of in-
each school, but the finance The Bar Exam is given semi- sight into the complexity of this 
question is a delicate one often annually in Minnesota by the social endeavor through an 
confused by qualitative con- State Board of Law Examiners, appreciation of its current 
siderations as well as accounting which is an independent position. 
methods The figures obtain:· ed:_-------r--------,--------1 
Comparison William Mitchell 
College of Law 
Nwnber in student body 1100 • 
Graduating class size 
Percentage passing 
the bar exam 
Library: policy 
Nwnber of volwnes 
97 winter 1975 
96 swnmer 1976 
• 
96.8 spring 1975 
92.7 swnmer 1975 
98 spring 1976 
• 15 hours per day 
7 days per week 
67,000 
Seating capacity (study) 250 
Staff 
Faculty 
Salary range full time 
( w-o distinction to 












6 fulltime (non-pro) 






1976-77 Fiscal Year 
• $1,962,150 








F 64 & less 
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90 swnmer 1976 
• 
none sat 
64 swnmer 1975 
52 spring 1976 
• 15 hours Mon.-Fri. 
9 hours Sat. 




3 full (non-pro) 

















N no credit 
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220 summer 1976 
• 
81.2 spring 1975 
98.4 swnmer 1975 
92 spring 1976 
• 24 hours per day 
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PAD 
by Georgia Holmes 
Convention Report Student 
Three WMCL students 
represented Pierce Butler 
Chapter at the Phi Alpha Delta 
law fraternity's international 
convention in Kansas City, Mo., 
Thursday July 30 througb 
Monday Aug. 2, 1976. Mark 
Pfister, fourth year student and 
Chapter Justice and Georgia 
Holmes, fourth year student and 
Chapter Clerk served as 
delegates. Third year student 
Jeanne Witter attended as 
alternate delegate. Michael 
Wagner, past Chapter Justice 
attended as an alumni member. 
of the most powerful and con-
troversial of the convention 
committees. These were the 
Rules and Resolutions Com-
mittee and the Nominations 
Committee. It was the Rules and 
Resolutions Committee that 
recommended passage of a 
resolution favoring the 
decriminalization of possession 
of a small amount of marijuana. 
committee were significant as 
the fraternity hopes to expand 
its loan program is an effort to 
assist more of its members in 
financing their law school 
education. 
ABA Law Students 
Meet In Atlanta 
The theme of the Convention 
was "75 Years of Professional 
Service." The Convention began 
the observance of the 75th an-
niversary of the founding of Phi 
Alpha Delta. Phi Alpha Delta is 
an international professional 
association of law students, legal 
educators, and members of the 
Bench and Bar organized 
together to promote professional 
competency and achievement 
within the legal profession. 
Pierce Butler chapter 
delegates played key roles in the 
transaction of fraternity 
business. Holmes served on two 
The nominations committee 
recommended a slate of officers 
for the forthcoming biennium of 
the fraternity. Each of the in-
dividuals recommended by this 
committee was subsequently 
elected by the full convention. 
Because all of the nominations 
committee recommendations 
were accepted, the committee in 
effect selected the international 
officers for the fraternity which 
has 150 chapters throughout the 
United States, Canada and 
Puerto Rico. 
Pfister served as clerk of the 
Loans, Scholarships, Awards 
and Fellowships Committee. In 
this capacity he read the 
Committee report and 
resolutions to the convention 
body. Recommendations of this 
The Honorable Tom C.Clark, 
Associate Justice of the 
Supreme Court (Retired), Taney 
Chapter, was the keynote 
speaker at the opening session. 
He provided the Convention with 
a moving talk expressing his 
opinions on how to prepare 
students for the practice of law. 
Mr. Justice Clark specifically 
cited the Twin Cities area as a 
model for clinical programs 
which allow students to practice 
in state courts under the 
supervision of attorneys. 
Holmes, Pfister and Witter 
attended several instructive and 
interesting workshops that dealt 
with the theme "The Effective 
Chapter". According to Witter, 
"Mark, Georgia and I picked up 
ideas which we hope to use 
during the upcoming year to 
continue to build Butler Chap-
ter's strength locally and to 
enhance the chapter's in-
ternational reputation." 
by Chris Sitzmann 
The Law Student Division held 
its annual convention in con-
junction with the American Bar 
Association in Atlanta, Georgia, 
the week of August 5 through 
August 12, 1976. Student 
representatives from almost 
every law school in the country 
gathered to discuss resolutions, 
national officers, listen to 
speakers, and attend workshops. 
The convention opened with 
candidates for national offices 
campaigning for the positions of 
president, vice-president, 
secretary-treasurer and division 
delegate. David Stoup from the 
University of Missouri at Kansas 
City was elected President; his 
platform advocated a Law 
Student Division . national 
placement conference, 
nationwide focus on an attorney 
law student counseling program, 
lawyer advertising, student 
participation in State Bar 
Use West's Key Number Digest 
the fastest way 
to find 
all cases in point 
When you need all cases in point FAST, reach for West's Key Number Digest. 
There is a Key Number Digest for your jurisdiction. Check it to see how it 
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Association activities at reduced 
rates and increased delivery in 
legal services. 
Howard Baker was elected 
division delegate. The division 
delegate acts as liaison between 
the LSD and the ABA. As 
division delegate, Mr. Baker will 
convey resolutions adopted by 
the LSD's voting delegates to the 
ABA for its consideration. This 
year's proposed resultions dealt 
\\ith such considerations as a 
model student bill of rights; the 
use of law libraries being made 
available to anyone enrolled in 
an ABA approved law school; 
bilingual educational 
legislation; increased 
cooperation between the ABA, 
LSD, and Pre-Paid Legal 
Services Institute in order to 
stimulate student faculty in-
terest in establishing legal 
service plans; establishment of 
a student imput program for 
each ABA section; and further 
promotion of JURICAN, a job 
placement program for law 
school graduates. 
The LSD speakers program 
included an excellent talk by Mr. 
Jay Foorberg on "How to Start 
and Build a Law Practice". Mr. 
Foorberg said that the three 
most important factors 
necessary to developing a 
successful law practice are: 
keeping meticulous time 
records, putting your fee 
agreement in writing, and 
sending invoices to your clients 
at least once a month. Other 
speakers included Jack Kleiner 
on "Tax Fraud Defense Tac-
tics"; Jane Wells on "Politics of 
the Equal Rights Amendment" 
and Judge Contance Motley 
from the New York Federal 
District Court on "Lawyer 
Competencey". 
The rigorous business 
schedule was well com-
plemented by gracious southern 
hospitality. There was a 
southern fried barbeque at the 
Atlanta Country Club, banquets 
and luncheons at the Marriott 
Motor Hotel, and an incredible 
President's Ball in the Omni 
Hotel. 
The President-elect of the 
ABA has an annual ball to which 
the LSD members are all in-
vited. If anyone ever entertained 
the notion that the ABA was 
composed of party-poopers, they 
should have been at the Omni 
International Hotel in Atlanta. 
President elect Justin A. Stanley 
entertained approximately 
10,000 law related guests with 
five bands, several dozen free 
bars and innumerable hors d' 
oeuvres. The facilities at the 
Omni Hotel are so immense that 
a full size ice arena is easily 
enclosed in the lobby of the hotel, 
not to mention an amusement 
park. 
It was a fine week in Georgia 
and one that I'm sure was 
rewarding for all who par-
ticipated. Next year's annual 
convention is in Chicago from 
August 4 to 11, 1977. The 
registration fee is $25 and that 
entitles you to everything I have 
mentioned in this article and 
more. My advise is join the LSD 





by Jeanne Witter 
Phi Alpha Delta Law 
Fraternity International, Pierce 
Butler Chapter, is planning a fall 
schedule which provides 
students with the opportunity to 
meet with several prominent 
members of Minnesota's law 
community. 
On Saturday, October 23 
another luncheon is planned at 
the Lexington Restaurant. The 
speaker will be David R. Brink 
of Dorsey, Marquart, Windhorst, 
West & Halladay. Mr. Brink is 
the Secretary of the Minnesota 
Bar Association and he will 
address the subject of lawyer 
advertising. 
The final professional speaker 
program this fall will be the 
dinner for installation of new 
officers on Saturday, November 
6 at the University Club. The 
speaker will be Mr. James D. 
Gibbs of Barna, Guzy, Hynes, 
Giancola & Jensen. Mr. Gibbs is 
an Anoka County Public 
Defender. 
All PAD members, WMCL 
students and alumni are cor-
dially invited to attend the PAD 
meetings and to make 
suggestions for winter semester. 
Activities for this winter 
currently under consideration 
include a visit to West 
Publishing and an income tax 
self-help session. Throughout the 
year, PAD will be implementing 
an academic assistance 
program to help underclassmen 
with their studies. A concerted 
attempt will also be made to 
involve alumni members in 






Efforts are underway to 
organize an Environmental Law 
Club at WMCL. Proposed ob-
jectives of the club include 
sponsoring special seminars and 
programs , on legal aspects of 
environmental issues, and en-
couraging legal and legislative 
research opportunities, ad-
vocacy experience, and the 
development of a clinical .. 
program at WMCL in 
Environmental Law. 
The initial organizational 
effort is being coordinated by 
Greg Colby and Ken Kadlec, 
third year WMCL students. H 
you have questions or would like 
to express an interest in the 
organization, call Ken at 289-
1330. 
AH-HA. "Tui.-d Yea.v- Boule.va.o:l 11 ~- w,~ ONE hwsc.hool-You 
owe Me. 'I ;-,so ... 
Now.!! Oo NoT 
PCl.Ss 60, Do No-t-
C.o \lec.t ~ l)ip \o"'Q.· 
Saturday Seminars Planned 
by Daniel O'Keefe 
This academic year, the SBA 
is sponsoring a Saturday 
seminar series. The seminars 
will cover various topics either 
not offered as part of the regular 
law school curriculum or only 
offered as specialized courses to 
a small number of students. The 
goal of the seminar series is to 
provide a basic understanding of 
subjects that students will not be 
exposed to in law school but will 
probably encounter in practice. 
The speakers for the seminars 
are experts in their fields and 
most have had prior teaching 
experience. The dates and topics 
for the fall seminars are as 
follows: 
September 18 
No Fault Insurance 
Professors Jack Davies and 
Michael Steenson will discuss 
the history and provisions of the 
Minnesota No Fault Automobile 
Insurance Act. The lecture 
should be of special interest to 
third and fourth year students, 
who did not cover the No Fault 
Act in their Torts classes, and to 
first year students who wish to 
get a preview of that part of their 
Torts class. 
October2 
Management of Investment 
Portfolios -Representatives of 
two local Trust Companies will 
explain the mechanics of 
building an managing a sound 
investment portfolio. Emphasis 
will be placed upon managing 
the investments of clients, but 
the principles apply equally to 
personal investments. 
October16 
Patent and Copyright Law -
The purpose of this seminar is to 
familiarize students with the 
specialized practice of patent 
and copyright law. Mr. Leo 
Gregory, a long time prac-
titioner in the field and former 
professor, will discuss the basics 
of patent law and explain what a 
non-patent attorney should do 




plays a major role in our legal 
system,. and this seminar will 
explain the unique problems 
associated with arbitration. The 
lecture will be presented by Mr. 
Marc Whitehead, an attorney 
who has practiced extensively in 
the field of commercial ar-
bitration for a number of years. 
November6 · 
Opening a Law Office -
Several recent WMCL graduates 
who have "hung out their own 
shingle" will discuss the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of 
opening your own law firm. The 
speakers will explain what a 
young practitioner can 
realistically expect and what he 
must do to build a successful 
practice. 
Each seminar will begin at 
9:30 a.m. and will last from two 
to three hours. Coffee and donuts 
will be provided. Each student is 
urged to attend the seminars, 
which will be held in the 
auditorium on the first floor. The 
speakers have graciously 
donated their time and ex-
pertise, and the SBA is hoping 
for strong turnouts. Any 
suggestions or criticism con-
cerning the series may be 
presented to the Education 






by Carrie Sachs 
The Women's Caucuses of 
William Mitchell College of Law, 
Hamline University Law School, 
and the University of Minnesota 
Law School are jointly spon-
soring the 3rd Annual Midwest 
Conference· for Women in the 
Law. The Conference will be 
held November 12 through 14, 
1976 , on the Hamline University 
campus in St. Paul. Elizabeth 
Holtzman, Congresswoman 
from New York, is scheduled to 
be one of the keynote speakers at 
the Conference. 
The Conference organizers 
pointed out that while past 
conferences focused on the 
identification of legal problems 
facing women, the purpose of 
this year's conference is to 
explore strategies and develop 
solutions to those problems. The 
three day conference will consist 
of workshops, lectures and panel 
discussions with women 
prominent in the legal 
profession, as well as films, 
exhibits, and other programs 
designed to achieve an in-
tegrated educational ex-
perience. Among the topics to be 
discussed are: Employment, 
Government and Politics, 
Health, Economics, Education, 
Women as Victims, 
Discrimination and the 
Disadvanged, Interpersonal 
Relationships, and Law prac-
tices. 
It is expected that 600 to 800 
women law students and other 
members of the midwest legal 
community will attend the 
Conference. Hosting such a 
large delegation is an immense 
undertaking for the Caucuses 
but thev are confident that a 
stimulating and productive 
experience will be provided for 
all the participants. To help 
insure the success of the Con-
ference the steering committee 
holding weekly meetings on 
Wednesday evenings at 7:30 
p.m. Anyone interested in 
helping or in receiving more 
information should contact 
Carrie Sachs ( Conference Co-
ordinator at WMCL) at 645-7194, 
or Jeanne Forneris (Conference 
Co-ordinator at U of M) at 373-
9980, ext. 6. 
MacCAFFERTY'S 
BAR & RESTAURANT 
877 Grand Ave. 225-1560 
TRUE IRISH PUB & RESTAURANT 
• Full menu. lunch & dinner 
• Guinness & harp on tap 
• Irish newspapers dally 
• lrlsh entertainment Tue.-Sat. 
• A stone's throw from WIiiiam Mitchell 
OPINION 
Cmcg~ ••• 
KRAUS ANDERSON of ST. PAUL CO. 
We are pleased to be a part 
of the interior .remodeling and 
restoration of the new facility 
for the William Mitchell College 
of Law. 
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239 W. 7th Street • St~ Pa~I. Mn. 55102 • 224-4926 9855 Hamilton Road • Eden Prairie, Mn. 55343 • 941-4601 
Phone 
MECHANICAL, INC. 646-0606 
797 Curfew Street - St. Paul, Minnesota 55114 
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Mobile Home Used As Vehicle to Reassert Independence 
Becker Argues Landmark Indian Case 
by •Karen Shimon 
On June 14, 1976 the United 
States Supreme court, in an 
opinion delivered by Mr. Justice 
Brennan for a unanimous court, 
reversed the decision of the 
Minnesota Supreme Court in 
Russell Bryan, etc. v. Itasca 
County (44 U.S. L. W. 4432). The 
decision, one of statutory con-
struction, represented a victory 
for Russell Bryan, who is a 
Minnesota Chippewa Indian 
living on the Leech Lake 
Reservation, a victory for 
Professor Bernard P. Becker of 
William Mitchell. 
Becker is not known to be on 
anyone's best-dressed list nor, 
on the other hand, is he con-
sidered the most casually 
dressed faculty member at 
WMCL. However, he was ad-
vised by friends and colleagues 
to keep his jacket buttoned 
during oral argument before the 
Court. "I don't like to keep my 
jacket buttoned. I just don't. For 
the first part of the argument I 
did; then I said the hell with it". 
He maintains that he didn't even 
think about whether the Court 
was being favorably impressed. 
The incident suggests not so 
much a disrespect of this Court, 
where in its traditional formality 
the government's lawyers 
persist in affecting morning 
coats or cutaways during 
argument, but a humble 
disregard by Becker of his own 
personal involvement. The 
prospect of winning before the 
highest of high courts appeals to 
law students as one of the most 
dramatically charged high 
points of the aspired-to legal 
career. Becker appears pleased 
not so much that he won, or that 
his client won, or even that the 
Indians won; he was "ex-
ceptionally pleased" that the 
court "adopted a broad theory 
which flowed directly from a 
reasonable reading of the statute 
and would cover a number of 
situations". 
From the beginning, he knew 
it was a good test case: "it dealt 
with an issue, specifically, in 
which the absurdity of taxation 
was abundantly clear". The 
legal issue under which the 
"absurdity of taxation" arose 
was one of jurisdiction and 
therein the statutory con-
struction of Public Law 280, 20 
U.S.C. 1360 (1953). Section 4(a) 
of that law grants state 
jurisdiction "over civil causes of 
action between Indians or to 
which Indians are parties... to 
the same extent that such 
State ... has jurisdiction over 
other civil causes of action, and 
those civil laws of such State ... 
that are of general application to 
private persons or private 
property shall have the same 
force and effect within such 
fndlan country as they have 
elsewhere within the State ... ". 
Section 4(b) appears to qualify 
the plenary grant of the first 
section by forbidding the 
"alienation, encumbrance, or 
taxation of any real or personal 
property... belonging to any 
Indian or any Indian tribe, band, 
or community that is held in 
trust by the United States ... ". 
Itasca County, under the 
auspices of the State of Min-
nesota, thus assessed a personal 
property tax against Russell 
Bryan's mobile home located on 
trust property within ~h 
review but he was then called volved with federal power and always looking to Washington or 
away to Micronesia, and it was over which the state has only a someone else to do it for them. 
up to Becker to handle the oral minimal area of power. They're Alot of people grew up being 
argunfont On a-weal Becker not happy about it; they don't told, 'Tribal life - that's bad. 
urged that the state's approach like it, whether for racial You want to be like the white 
serious~ y under mi~ es ~easons, political reasons, or folk." 
congressional enactments· Just 'we're sovereign here and Certainly- -then whaftlu~- faw 
'passed to strengthen reservation .. by God we don't think we should "is" becomes far less important 
~onomic self-sufficiency and have this sort-of semi-sovereign than who makes the law and who 
tribal self-gove~ent for. all entity floating around in our is to be governed by that law. 
fe~er~,lly ~ecogmzed Indian state'. They're not particularly The jurisdictional issue inherent 
tribes : Bnef at _21. The Court sensitive to the general federal in Bryan becomes an issue of 
refused to saJ?,Cbo~ the state's policies about strengthening the crucial importance in pursuing 
approach which m Becker's tribal governments. The U.S. what America has always stood 
~ords, ascribed "to_ Co~ess an Supreme yourt is extremely for: independence. For the 
_ :.+-, _F :~:! ~:eatedt Sthtaeteshis!onc wardsual sensitive to it. Becker hopes that histoliria
1
nsthwho athdhere to the 
Lake Reservation. In Minnesota . ~ a ~ Bryan will make state courts eye ca eory, e currently 
real property is the land and and callous fashion... · Bnef at more aware that in deciding heard variation of the battle cry, 
structures affixed thereto. The 48· federal questions, as in the area "no taxation without rep-
land on which Bryan placed his The narrow issue of the state's of Indian law, "they have a resentation" comes as no 
mobile home was trust land, power to tax in Bryan is but only peculiar responsibility to be surprise. The irony is that 200 
exempt from taxation under one aspect of the broader issue fairly sensitive to general years later it needed to be raised 
Public Law 280, but because the of Indian sovereignty and the federal policies. That is by a people we call Indians, but 
mobile home was indeed mobile lately renewed trend toward paramount, it's the supreme law who more accurately refer to 
and not affixed, the State found tribal self-determination. In of the land, and that's that". themselves as Native 
powerunderthegrantofplenary construing Public Law 280, As the current federal policy Americans. 
jurisdiction of Section 4(a) to tax Becker re-emphasized to the clearly appears to reaffirm Because "alot of Indian people 
the mobile home as the personal Cour-t that "a silent and the principle of tribal self- feel that white courts, par-
property, not held in trust, of backhanded extinguishment of determination and Bryan ticularly those courts in the 
Russell Bryan. Indian treaty rights and clearly stands for the principle areas surrounding Indian 
"Poor people" says Becker, historically recognized tax of Indian sovereignty, one well reservations, are highly 
"find it very difficult to afford immunities cannot reasonably may ask if this is what the discriminatory" there is a major 
standard housing. Most poor have been intended by Congress Indians want, and if they are movement "to retrocede 
people who want private or consented to by the Indians". ready for it. A simple hesitancy criminal and civil jurisdiction 
dwellings are going to mobile Brief at l5. Unless Public to pay a state-levied tax is in- back to the U.S., which is back to 
homes - an alternative living Law 280 is construed to have deed quite a different thing from the tribes", Becket says. The 
arrangement for people who withheld state power to tax total independence from the current vogue is to acknowledge 
cannot afford the three-bedroom reservation Indians and en- white system and complete the ethnicity of all of America's 
bungalow that we've all come to terprises, the tribes will be tribal self-determination. people, no easy task for 
look at as part of the American reduced to little more than Indeed, most reservation American Indians only recently 
Dream. In that sense to say that private social clubs. Brief -at Indians do want it. Whether or edged away from the policy of 
this Indian who is too poor to 52· Not surprisingly, the not they are ready for it is open assimilation and pursuit of the 
afford a real house and has to Supreme Court opm1on to debate. The tension on Great American Dream. For all 
buy a mobile home becomes duplicates in tenor as well as in reservations which revolves of us the ideal, the Great 
subject to taxation, while the technical legal postulates around the isolation-assimilation American Dream has for many 
richer Indian who can afford to Becker's brief. Becker main- dichotomy has been amply at- been only a frustrating illusion; 
put up a house on his trust tains that the state's con- tested to by the media. Becker Bryan stands as a giant step 
allotment, or on the tribal trust struction of Public Law 280 is attributes this tension in part to forward toward co-existence 
assignment, would not be sub- only symptomatic of the larger the fact that there are a great Becker's nonchalance over 
ject to taxation is ridiculous. problem: State courts have not many Indians "who are products his personal victory stands as a 
And, to say that Congress in- historically been receptive, just of the age of assimilation and tribute to his self-described 
tended that result is to ascribe to as state governments haven't who have had to come around to "lawyer's case". His victory 
Congress an absurd kind of been, to the existence within the idea that they indeed can should reaffirm the reason we 
intent". their borders of quasi-sovereign discharge some responsibilities are here. Becker won his 
When the Leech Lake entities which are directly in- as a viable entity rather than "lawyer's case" by doing a good 
Reservation Legal Services - ·------------------------p~i:ec~e~of~la~1w:.·:,~""·~=.· ----
brought the case in State District 
Court, Judge James F. Murphy 
maintained that Public Law 280 
mandated Bryan's paying his 
fair share of the "burden con-
nected with the benefits" 
received from local government 
in part because "present federal 
policy is to assimilate the 
Indians in Minnesota... into the 
white man's society by sub-
jecting them to the benefits and 
the same burdens as other 
citizens". Appendix for - cer-
tiorari at 34 (November 8, 1973). 
In the mid-1960's the process of 
assimilating Indians into the 
matrix of white culture began to 
be reversed: "Tribes were 
permitted to become chartered 
federal corporations with 
powers to manage their affairs, 
and to organize and adopt 
constitutions for their own 
selfgovernment", stated Judge 
Murphy. Appendix at 24. 
Nevertheless, on appeal the 
Minnesota Supreme Court found 
itself "bound to interpret the 
statutes according to the intent 
of Congress at the time of 
passage ~f Public Law 280". 
Appendix at 43, Minn. (April 10, 
1975). ' 
Gerald Seek, one of the 
lawyers for the Leech Lake 
Reservation Legal Services, who 
had lost the appeal to the Min-
nesota Supreme Court im-
mediately wanted to appeal to 
the U.S.- Supreme Court. Seek 
helped prepare the request for 
jl}ortbtue~t 
,Srid f rinting (ompanp 
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, INC.) 
501 PARK AVENUE 
MINNEAPOLIS 55415 
(612) 338-5078 
Law Brief Printing Specialists 
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES 




PROHIBITED CONDUCT IN ACTMTIES WlllCH 
AFFECT --GRADES OR CONTRIBUTE TO 
SATISFACTION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR 
GRADUATION. 
It is a violation of the student code: 
-to use any sources which are forbidden by the in-
structor in an exam, written assignment or any activity 
to satisfy requirements for graduation. 
-to submit as one's own work the work of another 
-to make any misrepresentation as to work toward 
satisfaction of requjrements for grade or credit. 
A violation will subject the student to disciplinary 
measures. 
OTHER PROHIBITED CONDUCT. 
It is a violation of the student code: 
-to commit any act of theft upon or destroy either 
school property or the property of another sb.ldent or 
faculty member. 
-to commit any illegal act upon another student or 
faculty member or school property. 
-to make any misrepresentation to obtain preferential 
treatment. 
A violation will subject the student to disciplinary 
measures. 
LATE EXAMINATIONS AND WRITTEN WORK. 
No examination, or written work required in lieu of an 
examination, may be deferred without prior permission 
from the Dean. A deferred examination must be taken, 
and deferred written work required in lieu of an 
examination must be handed in at whatever time is fixed 
by the Dean. Failure, without prior permission, to (1) 
take an examination when scheduled, (2) take a deferred 
examination at the fixed time, or (3) hand in written 
work required in lieu of an examination at the time it is 
or at such later time as may have been fixed is a vio 
lation of the student code and will subject the sb.ldent to 
disciplinary measures. 
LATE TUITION PAYMENT. 
Each student must make tuition payments on or before 
the last date for payment of tuition, unless he has prior to 
the date received permission from the Dean to delay the 
paym~nt. 
Should the Dean refuse to grant permission to delay 
payment the student may appeal to committee. Notice of 
the appeal must be given to the committee within ten (10) 
days of the Dean's refusal. 
Any student who fails to pay any installment of tuition 
on or before the last date for payment without having 
received permission to delay payment shall be assessed a 
fine of dollars for each week the payment is late. Money 
received as late payment fines shall go into the 
emergency student loan fund. 
Failure to have paid tuition and fines by the end of the 
semester in which payment is due, without permission to 
delay payment, is a violation of the student code and will 
subject the student to disciplinary measures. 
IRREGULAR ATTENDANCE. 
Regular attendance is required of all sb.ldents at all 
classes by ABA Law School Approval Standards. A 
OPINION 
student wm h e- " ' '!'~;r1'?red ,3hsentfr,:im ~lass (1) if hf': foil~ 
to appear by the time the class roll is taken, at the 
beginning of the class period, or (2) if he leaves the room 
prior to being dismissed by the instructor. Whenever a 
student is absent he must obtain an absence report form 
from the school office, fill it out explaining the reason for 
his absence, and file it in the office. This is not in the 
nature of an excuse but is a record of the reason for the 
absence. 
Should a students attendance be so irregular that he-
she has not fuHilled the ABA requirements, he-she may 
be brought before the Committee On Student Appeals and 
required to register for and attend more classes. 
VIOLATIONS OF STUDENT CODE AND 
DISCIPLINARY MEASURES. 
When any student, faculty member or member of the 
administration believes the student code has been 
violated, he-she may report the alleged violation to either 
the Assistant Dean of Student Affairs, any member of the 
Committee on Student Appeals, or any Sb.ldent Bar 
Association representative, who will in rum report the 
alleged violation to the Committee on Sb.ldent Ap~ls. 
The Committee shall then determine if probable cause 
exists to conclude there has been a violation. If it is so 
determined, a hearing shall be scheduled. At the hearing, 
the Committee shall determine if a violation has oc-
curred and if disciplinary measures are necessary. 
Disciplinary measures consist of anything from a war-
ning to dismissal from the school. 
ACADEMIC STANDING. 
(to be taken from new bulliten) 
Appeals from probation or dismissal for failure to 
maintain in good academic standing will be heard by the 
Committee only upon the showing of extraordinary 
circumstances. 
DISCIPLINE: 
A. The only activities for which a student may be 
subject to disciplinary measures are those listed in the 
student code. 
B. No student shall be subject to disciplinary measures 
without a hearing before the Committee on Student 
Appeals (with the exception of probation or dismissal for 
failure to maintain in good academic standing.) 
STUDENT CODE: 
Before there are any changes in the student code there 
shall be an open meeting for all students to discuss the 
proposed changes and all changes must be approved by 
the Student Bar Association. 
September. 1976 
'f'TTT"'H) '\T INCREASE : 
Notice of tuition increases must be given four (4) 
months in advance of the increase. Two weeks before 
such notice is given there shall be an open meeting 
between students and administration explaining the 
reasons for an increase. 
TUITION REFUND: 
A: Students who have been dismissed for failure to 
maintain in good academic standing shall obtain a refund 
of all tuition paid for classes ta.ken, or to be taken after 
the seme.terin which the dismis.sal was determined. 
B. Students who voluntarily leave the school shall 
obtain a refund proportionate to the amount of class time 
which will not be received. 
QUALITY F ACULTY : 
Students shall be guaranteed a qualified faculty with 
regular evaluations. 
PUBLICATIONS: 
Any student, student group or student organization 
may distribute written materlaJs on school p renuses 
without prior approval. Written ma terials shall be free of 
all censorship and disciplinary measures may not be 
ta.ken because of disapproval by students, faculty, ad-
ministration, alumni, or community. 
PRIVACY: 
Student lockers shall not be subjected to any searches 
by faculty or administration. 
TUITION WHEN GRADES ARE LATE: 
· H grades are not yet received by students when tuition 
is due for the first semester in fall, all money paid for 
tuition shall be placed in escrow by the SBA and kept by 
them until grades are sent to s tudents. 
Likewise, if first semester grades are not out at the 
time the Febi:uary tuition installment is due for the 
second semester, all tuition payments from then on shall 
be placed in escrow by the SBA and kept until grading is 
completed. 
NOTICE OF TUITION PAYMENT: 
Students shall be given four weeks notice before any 
tuition payment is due. While first and second semester 
classes are in session notice may be given by posting, and 
the Docket, otherwise notice must be given through the 
mail. 
SCHEDULE CHANGES: 
Students must be given reasonable notice of section, 
class, and time changes. 
MAKE-UPS: 
(Policy to be drafted.) 
DAHLCO 
MUSIC & VENDING 
119 STATE ST. • ST. PAUL, MN. 55101 
13af wka Wittuutt ffUfwft 
Qt yGWt ICeW kollle 
;x.. Suspension' 
( Continued from Pa-ge 1) - · 
'Nfl.1. 1.t, T I IJiKT TIME W 6 WON'T Jlo\rr 
Sll~PfND Hllf\ 1 WE
1U. J)ISMl)) °'NY sT11.J)£t,Jf'" 
FOil ,Slt.c.tt kNf/Tttt(.AL. &f .. AllJO"-. 
Committee for a clarification 
of which activities he will be 
prohibited from participating 
in. 
In reviewing the incident \'-______J 
R_t6rM1" R."~e, 'T "1£ 6-ALL. o F 1'~t" ~e...ns, 
TA.'fllllG,. TO fA'I !IA.\TlOW ,o ~·~IA.l'"tfl l..A-TE l 
co,, ... '"' 
· there is no question that Dean 
Burton bas the authority to 
suspend a student (WMCL 
1976-1977 Bulletin, pp. 13-14). 
The student is granted a right 
to appeal, and, with the 
permission of the Dean, can 
continue to attend classes 
pending that appeal hearing. 
Questions of whether this 
procedure violates student 
due ·process bas been raised, 
and a proposal for a new 
student code bas been made. A 
rough draft has ~ released' 
by a SBA committee and it is 
reprinted on this page. 
It remains to be seen if a 
new code will help avoid these 
incidents in the future. In this 
case it seems that the 
established procedures were 
followed and that the student 
received a fair hearing. The 
findings have been made, 
alternate sanctions have been 
offered, and a suspension has 
been avoided. 
O'Connell's 
'Duce Wilk Y• fruad6 
Restaurant & 
Cecktall Loa ge 
656 Grand Ave. 
A short walk from 
William Mitchell 
CHOICE STEAKS SEAFOODS YDUJt He&t6 
Stelle & 'Bil! SERVING FOOD UNTIL MIDNIGHT 





Coupon- Good For 
ONE FREE DRINK 
(Limit one per person) 
I 
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Are Mitchell students doomed 
to eternal devotion to fine print? 
Hopefully not, for there should 
be some time for fun. The word 
about O'Gara's, MacCafferty's 
and other watering holes will 
quickly spread, and nothing 
more need be said on that 
subject. But, when a respite 
from books and booze is 
necessary, the Twin Cities 
provide an excellent variety of 
cultural entertainment--often at 
inexpensive student rates. For 
those who have some free time, 
but who are unfamiliar with this 
entertainment, the following 
suggestions may be helpful. 
THEATER: 
The Twin Cities have over 30 
theater companies. SturlP.nt 
discounts are available in most. 
Perhaps the most famous is the 
Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis. 
Some of the plays now being 
stages are ; "Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern Are Dead" , 
- ~- r" K Di.:; 
by Stephen Parrish 
"Doctor Faustus", "Cat On a 
Hot Tin Roof", and "The Mat-
chmaker". With a student I.D. , 
Mitchell students can get ad-
vance and rush seats for $3.75. 
The University Theater at the 
U. of M. has 3 theaters offering a 
varied repetoire for the coming 
academic year. The season 
begins at the end of October. 
Tickets are $3.50 for non-
students and $2.50 for students. 
Other nearby theaters of merit 
include the Chimera Theatre 
Company in St. Paul, and the 
Crickett Theater in Mpls. 
Dudley Riggs Brave New 
Workshops, both located in 
Mpls. , offer humor and satire. 
For the kids, there is the 
Children's Theater Company at 
the Minneapolis Institute of 
Arts. Or, if you want to get away 
from the kids, the Chanhassen 
Dinner Theaters provide a 
pleasant evening out. '· 
MUSIC: 
The Minnesota Orchestra has 
OPINION 
become one of the leading 
American symphonies in the last 
decade. With the beautiful new 
Orchestra Hall in Minneapolis 
and the recently released 
recordings with Vox Records, 
Maestro Skrowaczewski has 
conducted the Orchestra into 
international prominence. 
Mitchell students may hear 
the Orchestra by obtaining 
season tickets at a student 
discount. Wednesday and Friday 
night concerts are at Orcnestra 
Hall; Thursday night concerts 
are at O'Shaughnessey 
Auditorium ( two miles from 
Mitchell) at the College of St. 
Catherine. Depending on seating 
availability there is often a rush 
line 15 minutes before the per-
formance. 
An outstanding organization 
which is often overshadowed by 
the Minnesota Orchestra is the 
St. Paul Chamber Orchestra--
the "intimate orchestra". Music 
Director Dennis Russell Davies, 
always provides a varied, and 
local business directory 
$ 
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Friday, Sept. 17 
PROM CENTER 
often unique, schedule. For 
students, tickets are generally 
$2.50. 
The Twin Cities provide a 
needed alternative to wasting 
money at first run movie 
theaters. For free, or at modest 
prices, you can see art films at 
the Walker Art Center (next to 
the Guthrie) , history movies at 
the local librari~, international 
classics at the Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts, and Hollywood 
favorites of student interest at 
Coffman Union at the U. of M. 
Mpls. campus and at the Student 
Center at the St. Paul campus. 
Also, many movie theaters 
provide reduced prices for first 
run movies when seen before 2 
p.m. 
ART: 
The Twin Cities have three 
well known art museums. The 
newly constructed home for the 
Minneapolis Institute of Art has 
received accolades for its ar-
chitectual excellence. The 
Institutes collection is large and 
varied, and may be viewed for a 
reasonable fee. 
A provocative collection of 
contemporary art is exhibited at 
The Walker Art Center in Mpls. 
Finally, the Minnesota 
Museum of Art in St. Paul 
contains a pleasing collection of 
international art masterpieces. 
For those of you who wish to 
keep abreast of the events in the 
Twin Cities let me suggest the 
Minnesota Public Radio 
"Happenings Line" . This is a 
recorded 5 minute tape of the 
current events in the area. The 
phone number is 224-9665. 
Get tired, get depressed, get 
burnt out; but don't get bored. 
The Twin Cities won't let you ! 
- DiJtinctive Styling by PTOfessionals -
SPORTSMENS BARBER STYLIST 
When You Patronize Local Businesses 
Tell Them You Saw Their Ad in The 
OPINION. 
690-4848 
M-Th - 11 a.m.-1 a.m. 
F & S - 11 a.m.-2 a.m. 
Sun. - 4 p.m.-Midnight 
472 CLEVELAND AVENUE SO. 
ST. PAUL, MINN. 5510!5 




Real Jewish Foods 
Handmade Desserts 
Hot Bagels - Kaisers 
Rye Bread 
From Our Own Ovens 
There's a New Sign 
3 
at the Corner of Hospitality 
elns Lounge ............. 




/i)AO.,,, 1/n,, WALL COVERINGS 
\J'Wv ~ PAINTS 
796 GRAND AVE. PICTURE FRAMING 
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55105 
(that's who) · 9 
How Good Are We? Just Ask Mitchell Upperclassmen 1 
IT PLEASES WS TO SERVE YOU WELL 
~~s .... .._ -
~ cc--- DA U G CO. .a,; 
GIHIIID AYE AT VICTORIA '» ST. PAUL. 1111111. 
PHONE 225-6507 
Monday-Friday . . .... . ........ .. . . . 9-8 
Saturday ...... . ............. .... . 9-6 
Sunday . . .. . . .. ... . ....... . ... . . 10-1 
Greeting Cards, Schoo! Supplies, Photo Supplies 
One Blk. from Mitchell • On Bus Stop 
1st GRAND AVE. LIQUORS, INC. 
Ye OM Wum Sk,ppe 
918 Grand Avenue 
Area 's Finest Selection of Imported 
and Domestic Wines 
CHECK OUR LIQUOR PRICES TOO 




Parking - Variety - Price 
Deliveries - 10:30-2:30 
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
Call Now 






RAY NEWTON BILL BUDA 
BAR~ GRILL, Inc. 
164 N. Snelling Ave. 
near Selby 644-3333 
2 
Open Daily • Noon-Midnight & 5 Sunday 
2051 Ford ParkV1ay 
698-9775 
COMPLETE BODY and FENDER WORIC 
Expert Painting - Glau Installed 
HAMLINE 
AUTO BODY 
650 Grand Avenue 
Saint Paul, Minn. 55105 
Off;.., (612) 2U.4717 
GEO. C. HUBER. 0....... 






by Lou Tilton 
Softball 
'lbe William Mitchell Softball 
League came to an end on 
August 17 with the Como 
Bombers edging Banny and the 
Jets 10 to 8 in the championship 
game. It was a rematch of the 
championship game two years 
ago, which incidentally, the 
Bombers also won. Last years 
champions were ousted earlier 
in the playoffs. 
'Ibis year marked the end of 
the third season of softball at 
Mitchell and was bigger and 
better than in years past. Eleven 
teams participated compared 
with seven the first year and 








FRIDAY, SEPT. 1,7 
PROM BALLROOM 
1190 University Ave., St. Paul 
(University near Lexington) 
ADMISSION ••• '1.50 
eOO'tyOMe w~ 
ran twelve weeks, counting the 
playoffs, versus about eight ------------------------------------------, 
LOGAN & STYRBICKI weeks in previous years. More women participated this season than ever before. 'Ibis 
can be attributed in part to .. their 
increased interest as well as to 
the fact that each team was 
required to have a minimal of 
two members of the opposite sex 
playing on it at all times. 
Hopefully more women will see 
fit to participate next season. 
Forfeits remained a problem. 
Certified Court Reporters • Statewide Notaries 
Vern J. Logan Bernard A. Lilia Glenn J. Mares 
Leo J. Styrblckl Adrian J. Lavalle Patricia K. Carl 
John E. Styrblckl Gerald D. Schissler Robert W. Walsh 
(Hearing Rooms Available in St. Paul and Minneapolis) 
W-856 First National Bank Bldg. • St. Paul, Mn. 55101 • 612-1095 
Summer school, studying for the 
bar, work, families, and L-----------------------------:============: 
vacations took their toll on 
people showing up. Team 
managers deserve much credit 
Football 
forcoosistantly getting 10 people The William Mitchell 
from their team to atteed . tile .. IatFamural Football League will. 
scheduled games. It takes a fair get under way this Saturday, 
amount of time and a lot of September 11. All William 
hassle to make certain that Mitchell students, staff, spouses 
people show even after they and alumni are eligible to play. 
have previously pledged to do so. Games are played on Saturday 
I hope everyone that played in morning and start at nine, ten or 
the softball league enjoyed it at eleven o'clock. 'lbe season will 
least part of the time. Even go until approximately 
though the style of play was November 6 (this includes the 
fairly loose, most games were playoffs). 
competitive. It cannot be over Referees will be needed .to 
emphasized that you don't have referee these games. Pay is $3. 
to be a good athlete to have fun per game (approximately one 
in this league. Anyone with a hour). 
slight interest is encouraged to People needing more in-
join or start a team. Think about formation may contact Louis 
it. You've got almost a year. Tilton at 645-5248. 
RAMSEY HILL 
PROPERTIES 
OwMell6 ud 'Buil.detta e6 W .A. Fwt & Ce. a11e 
IU!IUdefi,cg ~ l,ai!di1Cg6 Bil FROST at .lb 
ki6feluc ~ ffilf 1>iabdd.. 
THREE BEDROOM 
THRU 
THREE ROOM EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENTS 
'9500- 522500 per mo. 
831-2324 
The Student Bar Association 
of 
Wllllam Mitchell Coll ... of Law 
175 Summit Ave. 






Opinions rendered regarding 
handwriting, typewriting, era· 
sures, alterations, inks and 
related problems. 






Saint Paul; Minn. 
Permit No. 1300 
W. A. Frost & Co. 
PURVEYORS OF FOOD & DRI• 
• Imported Beers 







RESTORED TO A TURN 
OF THE CENTURY DECOR 
The Atmosphere is Cosmopolitan 




Bar 11-1 Dally Sunday 6-12 
.JOIN US SOON 
